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Have you heard of the mysterious Well of Souls? Did you know that the answer to these
mysteries are hidden beneath the ruined Jewish.
Archaeologists fume as new rugs laid at Jerusalem shrine, covering geometric patterns that
floor designs in the cave under the Dome of the Rock shrine in Jerusalem. . The round hole at
upper left penetrates to a small cave, known as the Well of Souls, below. . Well, it is a Muslim
holy place after all. The windows of the Dome of the Rock date from this period as well. by a
staircase near the south entrance, is known as Bir el-Arwah, the Well of Souls. The Well of
the Souls (or simply Well of Souls) was a vault, part of a temple built Ark of the Covenant was
placed after Pharaoh Shishak stole it from Jerusalem. This cave has been called 'The Well of
Souls' (Arabic: Bir el-Arweh) as some believe this is where the souls of the dead gather to wait
for the event of Judgement.
Read about the Well of Souls in Jerusalem and learn if archaeologists think this chamber
exists, and whether it could be the home of the Ark of the Covenant. English: inside w:Well of
Souls, Dome of Rock (Jerusalem ). Date, 25 January , Source, Own work. Author,
Virtutepetens.
Jerusalem Tour from Tel Aviv: Dome of the Rock, Western Wall Steps below the rock lead to
a cave known as the Well of Souls, where according to medieval .
When the Crusaders arrived in Jerusalem, they decided the mosque was the true Under the
rock is a cave, known to Muslims as Bir al-Arwah ( Well of Souls ). Jerusalem's iconic symbol
is the gleaming Dome of the Rock, whose golden roof of the rock, steps lead down to an
ancient cave, known as the Well of Souls.
Details of the arch above the access door to the Well of Souls - in Arabic this rock is called
al-Sakhra. Top end of the Rock is seen here surrounded by a glass.
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